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 VISUAL STRATEGIES 
 

 

Visual Strategies – Types and Definitions 

Concrete Objects: 

Concrete objects are tangible, easy to handle items that 
serve to gain the attention of children.  

 
 
 
 
 

Natural Gestures: 

Natural gestures are bodily movements (mainly of the arms, 
hands and head) used to convey a message. 

 

 

 

Sign Language: 

Sign language is a visual language for the deaf and hearing 
impaired that involves the use of various body parts (hands, 
arms, facial expressions, etc.). 

 

Picture Symbols: 

Picture symbols are graphical and symbolic 
representations. 

         

Sequence Strip: 

A sequence strip is a set of images depicting the logical 
sequence of steps in a task. 

 
 

First and Then: 

First and Then is a short sequence depicting a job or task to 
perform, as well as what will follow.  

 

Daily Schedules– Use of Time: 

A daily schedule is an organized set of images depicting a 
temporal sequence or timeline. 
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Calendar: 

A calendar is a graphical table of parts of the year (months, 
days, etc.) on which daily and weekly events are marked. 

 

Choice Board: 

A choice board is a chart that helps children select an activity 
or object by offering one option per image. 

 

PECS: 

The PECS ("Picture Exchange Communication System") is a 
system to supplement or enhance communication through an 
exchange of images. 

 

Social Scripts: 

Social scripts are short, descriptive and simple phrases often 
accompanied by images. 

          Be Safe at Home 

 

When I'm at home, I'm safe. 

I do not open the door. 

 
I only go outside with my mother, my father or someone I 
know. 

 
It's not safe to go outside without an adult. 

 
If I want to go outside, I can ask my mother, my father or an 
adult to open the door for me. 

I like to be safe!    

Social Stories: 

Social stories describe a situation, ability or concept in 
relation to social cues that concern what is happening and 
why. 

 

 

 

 

 

Written Words: 

Written words are groups of letters, forming one or more 
syllables, which express an idea and serve to identify an 
object and/or place. 

 

          Red  
         Blue  
       Orange 

  Purple 
        Green  

 

 

Some People Wear Glasses 
Some people wear glasses. 
It's okay to wear glasses. 
Some people can see almost nothing 
without their glasses. 
Sometimes people take off their glasses 
to play sports or go to gym class. 
It's a good idea to take off your glasses to 
play sports, go to gym class or________. 
It's also important to wear glasses at 
other times (for example: at home, in 
class, for reading or for ________). 
Wearing glasses is a good idea.  
 

 

 

blocks 

bathroom 


